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sh-, -tch

oi/oy
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dragon snail split

drill snake splint

drink sneeze splash
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dragon snail split

drill snake splint

drink sneeze splash
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drum snack

dream snow

drive snorkel
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drum snack

dream snow

drive snorkel
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shoe fetch coin

sheep watch boy

shark witch oil
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shoe fetch coin

sheep watch boy

shark witch oil
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Is dr at the beginning, middle, or end?

dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr

dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr

dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr dr- -dr- -dr
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Color by Sound
dr

green
sn
red

spl
blue

sh
yellow

oi
purple

tch
orange
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Fill-in The Blank

b__ __ink __ow

___ash wa___ __eep

__ake c__n chil__en

fe___ __ark ___it
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Match The Sound To The Picture

sn

spl

oi

dr

-tch

sh
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dr

Circle or dot all the dr words:
drink book down water drum drab bread
sun phone drill cat orange window dream
red drake shirt dry live dragon fire

draft door fish drag cloud cheese drip
drank ear drop blue up drive dog
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spl

Circle or dot all the spl words:
book can splendid luck make splice hat
moon splash light back splint lamp splay
splotch cake splurge bat flower spleen green

lock splurt loop splat hook fan stem
splinter cat duck coat chair splutter tree
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sn

Circle or dot all the sn words:
snack day hand snail lump sniff kind
gate snag bike sneeze cake snap stamp
saw beep red toe snore bent snob
must sneak snake lion cook snorkel seat
snarl frog cube snout ball snow snug
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sh-

Circle or dot all the sh words:
ship plane bowl shave his shade west
shoe car sheep said shirt shack shape
doll shark bird shell rust seat hand
shut tie shop dry bow shelf fall
short shore ask rest show late shot
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oi/oy

Circle or dot all the oi/oy words:
coin boy here toy how lamp noise
age date play point like joy little

oyster saw spoil low hall ask boil
had joint book jeep soy bee join
neck orange test poison dog choice her
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-tch

Circle or dot all the -tch words:
dad witch boat etch Sketch bike cat
ditch try itch brother watch fall fetch
pie stitch now dust eat catch snitch

hatch land match crutch scratch this bone
cone switch hand clutch pond day batch
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snake sneeze same snorkel snack snug some

say snow sow snip sip snake sneeze

snap snore skip sniff shout sot snow

sneak skype score sneak sound snap snore

sniff snip side snap scott sneak spun

sand snorkel skim snore sit sniff spore

simple snack smart snow shot snip small

sandal snug snake sneeze store snorkel snack

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “SN-” Word PathSN-” Word Path
Follow “sn-” words through the word path.
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snack 
snake   

snail  
sneeze  
snore 
 

Write the SN- WordsWrite the SN- Words

snow 
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dragon dad drill drink drum door dog

drain draw draft dug drag dam dot

dear daft dinner dump drain drape dress

drag drum drink drill down dinner drip

drain dim duck dragon drop dry drive

drape dust dime done deer damp dozen

dress drip drop dry drive dragon doll

dance desk dice die dock drill drum

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “DR-” Word PathDR-” Word Path
Follow “dr-” words through the word path.
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dragon 
drain   

draw  
drill  
drink 
 

Write the DR- WordsWrite the DR- Words

drum 
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splash snow split splay splosh sit state

splinter smart spleen small splotch song stand

splatter snow splatter sot splice sorry sip

spleen some splinter slate splash slip spot

split sing splash sat splinter sold soup

splint slide splice side splatter snore see

splay splosh splotch snide split start soil

stair sport shake spring splay splosh spleen

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “SPL-” Word PathSPL-” Word Path
Follow “spl-” words through the word path.
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splash 
splint   

splinter  
splatter  
spleen 
 

Write the SPL- WordsWrite the SPL- Words

split 
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shade shadow shall sign shelf shore short

snow same shoe shark shirt skirt share

slip snore sign snip smart slide shout

shark shoe shall shadow shade shovel show

shirt skin small skip snail side skunk

shelf shore sky show shovel shade shadow

skate short share shout sorry slim shoe

sore sell some slow seven solar shark

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “SH-” Word PathSH-” Word Path
Follow “spl-” words through the word path.
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ship 
shave   

shoe  
shark  
shirt 
 

Write the SH- WordsWrite the SH- Words

sheep 
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hitch batch hatch dutch latch cash smash

dash fish dash musk patch dish polish

crutch catch witch fetch watch dump clash

notch brush door lush whale risk which

hutch switch pitch sketch hitch batch hatch

hump much beach lunch flush mask dutch

church coach each much march crush latch

mulch loch ranch arch gulch ouch itch

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “-TCH” Word Path-TCH” Word Path
Follow “-tch” words through the word path.
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ship 
shave   

shoe  
shark  
shirt 
 

Write the -TCH WordsWrite the -TCH Words

sheep 
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boy buy point toy oyster play pay

oil say spoil brain joint air jail

coin joy soy buy coy cry hair

chair paint bail boy poison cat ray

soy joy coin oil lay grain barn

spoil day email fail oil coin joy

point rail coy poison boy daises soy

toy oyster joint fry may mail spoil

ENDEND

STARTSTART

 “ “OI/OY” Word PathOI/OY” Word Path
Follow “oi/oy” words through the word path.
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coy 
boy   

joy  
soy  
toy 
 

Write the -OY WordsWrite the -OY Words

oyster
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oil 
coin   

joint  
point  
spoil 
 

Write the -OI- WordsWrite the -OI- Words

poison 
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